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Abstract

researchers focusing on programming tools [2-5]. With the
rise of search engines and web repositories of code along
with discussion threads, blogs, and code example websites,
people often create new systems by copying and pasting
code snippets from such sources [6]. Surveys and research
show that looking for examples is often people’s preferred
way to learn how to perform a task or to learn how to use
application programming interfaces (APIs) [7].

Researchers have paid increasing attention in recent years
to the fact that much development occurs though example
modification. Helping programmers with some of the pitfalls and vagaries of working with example code is the goal
of our tool, called Euklas. It helps developers to integrate
JavaScript example code into their own projects by using
familiar IDE interaction techniques of the Eclipse IDE. The
Euklas plugin uses static, heuristic source code checks to
highlight potential errors and to recommend potential fixes,
when incomplete sections of code are copied from a working JavaScript example and pasted into the program being
edited. The most unique feature of the tool is the ability to
automatically import missing variable and function definitions from an example file into a new project file. Our
preliminary user study of Euklas suggests that it supports
users in fixing errors more easily.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.6 [Programming Environments]: Programmer workbench.
General Terms Algorithms, Design, Human Factors
Keywords
Code Reuse, Copy-and-Paste, JavaScript,
Eclipse, Natural Programming, Examples

1.

Figure 1. Euklas supports peoples’ integration attempts as it
enhances Eclipse’s JavaScript editor by (#1) highlighting errors in
the source code, (#2) providing quick fixes including the use of
the context in the origin of any copied code, and (#3) including
explanations for copy-and-paste errors based on the code of the
example snippet that was used.

Introduction

Leveraging examples is an established technique in design
[1], and has recently received increasing attention from
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Most of the research on reusing examples has focused
on building improved search and data mining tools to help
with finding the examples (e.g., [1, 3, 5, 7, 8]). However,
there has not been much research on assisting users in reusing and integrating the examples after they have been
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ffound, with thee exception of [4, 9, 10]. Cop
py-and-paste haas
bbeen identified as a common usage pattern for reusing cod
de
((e.g., copying several
s
lines, blocks, or even whole method
ds)
a
is to sup
pport people’s copy-and-passte
[11-13]. Our aim
aattempts by prroviding familiiar, easy-to-use, and effectiv
ve
gguidance to hellp them make their
t
copied code work.
This paper in
ntroduces our tool, called EU
UKLAS (Eclipse
U
Users’ Keystro
okes Lessened by Attaching from Samples))1,
w
which helps ussers to more su
uccessfully em
mploy copy-and
dppaste strategiess for reuse (seee Figure 1). Euklas
E
providees
sspecific guidan
nce for assistin
ng users in fix
xing some copy
yaand-paste errorrs that are typiccally caused by
y copying only
ya
ppart of the requ
uired code patttern [11]. Thee goal is helpin
ng
uusers with reu
using working code from otthers and to fix
f
rresulting errorss.
JavaScript is
i one of the most populaar scripting lan
ngguages for web
b programming
g [15] and is used
u
by a broaad
vvariety of userrs, from end-u
user developerrs [16] such as
a
innteraction designers [6], to professional programmers.
p
In
I
sspite of this wiidespread use, JavaScript development too
ols
ooften provide less
l
programm
ming support fo
or users (e.g., no
n
sstatic code cheecking, limited
d auto-completiions), compareed
w
with other, non
n-scripting lang
guages such ass Java. One reasson may be thaat analyzing Jav
vaScript is diffficult since it haas
w
weak, dynamicc typing that makes
m
it challen
nging to perforrm
sstatic analyses at edit-time. We
W overcome this
t limitation as
a
w
well as providee more sophistticated guidancce for correctin
ng
eerrors resulting
g from copy-and-paste.
The followiing example presents a typiccal use case for
fo
thhe kind of cop
py-and-paste reeuse of JavaSccript code that is
ssupported by Euklas.
E
Jamie is a JavaScrip
pt developer an
nd
hhas found a co
ode snippet on
n the web that creates variou
us
tyypes of enhan
nced combo-bo
oxes from which she wants to
uuse one in her website. Jamiie has to explo
ore the examp
ple
ccode in more detail to separatte relevant piecces of code from
irrrelevant piecees. That is, sh
he has to identtify which fun
nctiions, variables, and imports of
o JavaScript and
a CSS files are
a
nnecessary to make
m
her code work
w
the samee way as the ex
xaample. This iss often a time-consuming an
nd cumbersom
me
taask especially
y since Jamie’’s JavaScript editor does not
n
pprovide any heelp. In contrastt, Euklas can help
h
Jamie with
thhe integration process as it provides
p
her with editing guid
daance. First, Eu
uklas highligh
hts errors, succh as undefineed
vvariables, missiing function deefinitions, and missing imporrts
oof CSS and Jav
vaScript files, in her target co
ode by insertin
ng
eerror markers and squiggly
y underlines (ssee #1 in Figure
1). Second, Euk
klas also comp
putes quick fixees for the identtiffied errors to help Jamie eaasily correct th
hem (see #2 in
F
Figure 1). For example, it suggests
s
copyiing the missin
ng
vvariable and fu
unction definittions from the source file an
nd

offers to insert the m
missing importt statements foor the CSS
and JaavaScript files.
Eukklas makes thee following maajor contributioon: It helps
users tto integrate JaavaScript exam
mple code intoo their own
projectts by identifyiing some of thhe potential errrors in the
pastedd code and reccommending ppotential fixes, based on
the connsideration off the original code from whicch sections
were ccopied. The edditing guidancee uses familiar interaction
featurees of the Eclippse IDE and exxtends it with nnew detection annd repair algorrithms. These algorithms aree based on
heuristtic edit-time soource code cheecks for JavaS
Script, such
as cheecking for uninnitialized variabbles and undeffined funcwhere code
tions, aand the analysiis of the exampple file (from w
was coopied) to proviide useful quicck fixes for thee identified
errors..
minary user stuudy with 12
Wee evaluated Eukklas in a prelim
peoplee, comparing it to Eclipse’ss JavaScript eeditor. The
resultss suggest that thhe features havve been implem
mented in a
usablee and effectivee manner, sincce participantss were not
mes be wrong oor not helpconfussed that Euklass can sometim
ful. Thhe study also ssuggests that pparticipants using Euklas
were aable to fix aboout two times aas many errorss as people
in the control groupp, when integrrating examplee code into
their taarget systems.

2.

R
Related W
Work

The reeuse of examplle code consistts of two mainn phases: 1)
locatinng the examplle code and 22) integrating it into the
target system. Theree are several syystems that assist users in
findingg relevant exaample code (e..g., in repositoories or on
the weeb) [2, 3, 17, 188]. However, m
more relevant tto our work
are toools that suppoort users in inttegrating codee into their
system
ms.
JDA
A (JavaScript Dataflow Archhitecture) aimss to enable
users tthat have no prrogramming skkills to build appplications
from JJavaScript codee that was founnd on the web [10]. Users
write simple HTML
L commands to connect the different
pieces of JavaScriptt code in a w
way similar to “pipes” in
wever, JDA trreats the piecees of JavaUNIX systems. How
Script code as “black-boxes”, which means that users cannot acccess or changee the internal coode structure. IIn contrast,
Euklass treats all JavaaScript code ass “glass boxes””, allowing
users tto access and ccopy even incoomplete internaal pieces of
their ccode structure.
MIX targets w
web designerss that are fam
miliar with
D.M
HTML
L and scriptingg languages, suuch as JavaScrript. It enables thhem to build and share maashups created from preexistinng web sites. D
D.MIX inspiredd the design off Euklas as
it folloows a copy-andd-paste approaach that works on a richer
represeentation of thee selected dataa [19]. In thatt way, elements’’ parameters ccan be changeed after pastinng them to
D.MIX
X’s editing envvironment. Wee take the idea of D.MIX
one sttep further, siince Euklas pprovides specific editing

1

Euklas is Germaan for Euclase, which
w
is a gemsto
one. Euklas is prronnounced oy-class.
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ooperations, in the
t form of qu
uick-fixes, which help users to
inntegrate their copied
c
pieces of
o code into theeir projects.
The Looking
g Glass IDE helps middle scchool students to
rreuse functionaality they find in other progrrams by helpin
ng
thhem to undersstand how the code works [4
4]. It guides stu
uddents to do thiss by enabling th
hem to 1) record the executio
on
oof the program
m they are inteerested in, 2) identify the staart
aand end of thee functionality they are interrested in, and 3)
3
inntegrate this functionality
f
in
n their new program.
p
Euklaas
uuses the idea of
o guiding useers to support their copy-and
dppaste-based reu
use strategies, but integratees this guidancce
w
with familiar in
nteraction techn
niques in Eclip
pse.
JIGSAW is a plug-in forr the Eclipse IDE
I
that uses a
ccopy-and-pastee interaction technique for reeusing Java cod
de
[9]. It inspired
d the design off Euklas, since Jigsaw assissts
ddevelopers with
h the integratiion of the reussed source cod
de
innto the develop
per’s own sourrce code. Jigsaaw compares th
he
eexample code and
a the target code to suggeest which pieces
oof the example code would fiit best in the target code. How
weever, Jigsaw can only work
k with pieces of
o example an
nd
taarget code thaat have similarr AST (Abstraact Syntax Tree)
sstructures. Jigssaw was tested
d in a small study with tw
wo
ddevelopers, wh
hich showed thaat the resolutio
on of conflicts is
ccumbersome an
nd not yet well supported by Jigsaw.
JSLINT is a popular tool for detecting errors in JavaS
Sccript code. JSL
Lint works on a subset of JaavaScript and its
i
ggoal is to help
p programmerrs to write beetter code. Th
his
m
makes it differrent from Eukllas’s error deteection, since we
w
ddo not restrict which featuress of the languaage can be useed.
IIn addition, Euk
klas supports users
u
in fixing the
t errors.
Many JavaS
Script editors do
d not provide much program
mm
ming support other
o
than syn
ntax highlighting. At the next
level, IDEs likee NetBeans pro
ovide simple code inspection
ns,
ssuch as checkin
ng whether a variable
v
has beeen used or no
ot.
O
One of the mo
ost advanced commercial
c
prroducts for pro
oggramming JavaaScript is Web
bStorm, which
h provides more
aadvanced codee inspections by
b leveraging JSLint. For ex
xaample, it offerrs analyses to check whetheer variables an
nd
ffunctions have been defined
d. In contrast to
t JSLint, Web
bS
Storm also offeers quick fixes for the detecteed errors, allow
winng users to eassily declare and
d define a variaable, or to creaate
a new empty function defin
nition. Howeveer, the provideed
qquick fixes do not analyze th
he files from where
w
code waas
ccopied, making
g it impossible for WebSto
orm to offer th
he
kkind of quick fiixes that Euklaas provides.
Euklas’s cop
py-and-paste design
d
is stron
ngly inspired by
b
R
Rosson’s and Carroll’s obseervations abou
ut “the reuse of
o
uuses in Smallttalk programm
ming” [13]. Th
hey observed a
rreuse strategy where prograammers copied
d and pasted a
ppiece of code that
t
they consiidered to be prromising for th
he
ffunctionality th
hat they intend
ded to reuse. After pasting it
innto the target context, they
y let the environment provid
de
eediting directio
ons about whatt would be neccessary to mak
ke
thhe code work
k. This was often
o
accompliished in severral

cycles of fixing andd waiting for nnew editing suuggestions,
until aall of the copiedd code was fixeed.
m et al. reportt that related ccode snippets (e.g. referKim
enced fields/constantts and caller/caallee methods)) are usually coppied together bbecause they bbelong to the ssame functionaliity [12]. In adddition, Ko ett al. providedd empirical
evidennce that the iddentification oof related codde snippets
often fails in the firrst attempt, reequiring progrrammers to
spend time on identiffying all relevaant pieces of coode [11].
Eukklas supports uusers when thhey try to reusse code by
copyinng-and-pastingg it into their ttarget code sinnce Euklas
will noot only mark eerrors, but it aalso provides qquick fixes
for som
me of these errrors (which miight involve coopying and
pastingg additional piieces of the exaample code). T
These steps
are peerformed iteratiively until all errors in the ttarget code
have bbeen fixed.

3.

E
EUKLAS

In thiss section we fi
first discuss Euuklas’s user innterface design. A
Afterwards wee will present hhow the system
m was implemennted and integrrated into the E
Eclipse IDE.
3.1 U
User Interfacee
Returnning to the exaample discusseed in the introdduction, we
explainn how Euklas hhelps Jamie to integrate the ccombo-box
code sshe found on tthe web. Jamiee identifies thaat the con-

Figurre 2. Euklas m
marks errors in the function jaawBar() after
Jamiee pastes it into thhe target file.

structoor (jawBar(id
d), see Figure 2) is a promisin
ng piece of
code ffor making thhe combo-boxx work. She ccopies and
pastes the constructoor into her targget file. Euklass identifies
two errrors in the coonstructor: the two undefineed function
calls f
findMatch(e
e) and init() (see #1 in Figure 2).
These are undefinedd because theirr function defiinitions are
not avvailable in the ttarget file, sincce they have noot yet been
copiedd from the exaample file. Eukklas uses Eclippse’s familiar maarker system inncluding the squuiggle underlinnes and the
error m
markers in tthe margin to indicate these two errors
in the code.
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port. IIn particular, thhey only proviide error highllighting for
syntaxx errors and soome basic quick fixes, such aas “rename
in file”” and “assign sstatement to neew local variabble.”
JavvaScript is a dyynamic languaage, which makes it hard
me. Jensen et aal. identify
to reliaably detect errrors at edit tim
variouus situations thaat can cause ruuntime errors: invoking a
non-fuunction value ((e.g. undefinedd) as a functioon, reading
an unddefined variabble, and accesssing a propeerty that is
‘null’ or ‘undefined’’ [20]. Startingg with this list, we looked
for addditional errorss that may ariise from copyy and paste
operati
tions. We idenntified three addditional typess of errors
that arre specific to JaavaScript, andd arise from its close relationshiip with HTML
L and CSS codde. Our analyssis resulted
in the following list of potential coopy and paste errors that
Euklas: 1) missing parameter definitions
can bee detected by E
in a fuunction’s param
meter list, 2) m
missing local and global
variablle definitions,, 3) missing function definnitions, 4)
missinng CSS style sheet imports (e.g. for geneeral layout
definittions), 5) missiing JavaScript file imports (ee.g. scripts,
which might be locaated on remotee servers), and 6) missing
L elements being accessed bby the global JavaScript
HTML
functioon getElemen
ntById(HTML_
_Element_ID
D).
Eukklas employs hheuristic, static analyses on thhe Abstract
Syntaxx Tree (AST) to find potenntial errors in JavaScript
code. Euklas’s analyysis of the AST is invokedd if a user
pastes a piece of coode from an exxample file too the target
Euklas providees error highliighting for alll six error
file. E
types mentioned abbove. Howeverr, Euklas currrently only
providdes quick fixes for numbers 11-3, which we cconsider to
be the more importannt types of erroors, since they may cause
me errors in thee JavaScript ccode. Numberss 4-6 cause
runtim
errors in the HTML
L part of the ssource code, w
which may
cause problems withh displaying thhe webpage coorrectly but
me errors.
do nott necessarily lead to JavaScrippt execution-tim
Eukklas’s code anaalyses are diffferent from thoose that are
used inn other static code analysis tools, such ass FindBugs
[21]. S
Since JavaScrript does not provide static typing of
variablles, it is imposssible to run ccertain dataflow
w analyses.
Euklass instead emplooys heuristic aanalyses, whichh has proven to be a successfful alternative approach for JavaScript
The implementtation of Euklaas assumes thaat the code
[22]. T
of thee used exampples is syntacttically and seemantically
correctt, which meanns that the codee is executable and delivers a uuseful result (aa limitation of tthe current Euuklas prototype). Euklas uses thhree different aalgorithms to iidentify the
The first detecttion algorithm checks for
errors listed above. T
undefiined variables (error numbeers 1 and 2), tthe second
detectiion algorithm checks for unndefined functtions (error
numbeer 3), and the tthird detection algorithm cheecks for the
errors in the HTML ccode (error num
mbers 4-6).
mbered 4-6
Thee heuristics useed for identifyying errors num
are moore fragile thann the heuristicss used for deteccting errors
numbeered 1-3. The reason is thaat content can be loaded
dynam
mically, e.g. loaading CSS codde within JavaS
Script code.

F
Figure 3. Euklaas proposes the top
t two quick fixes
fi
for the und
deffined function in
nit(). More inforrmation about th
he first (selecteed)
pproposed fix is sh
hown in the beig
ge pop-up at the right. The pop-u
up
sshows a short proposal
p
explain
ning what Euklas intends to do,
d
ffollowed by a preeview of how th
he code will look
k after the selecteed
ffix has been applied. Euklas aug
gments Eclipse’ss quick fix featu
ure
w
which is well-known by many prrogrammers.

In addition to marking the errors, Euklaas also suggessts
ssolutions for fiixing them. By
y clicking on the
t error mark
ker
that refers to
o init(), Jam
mie gets four op
ptions to fix th
his
eerror, as shown
n in Figure 3. Again, Euklas uses Eclipsee’s
ffunctionality fo
or showing thee quick fix opttions. The quicck
ffixes proposed by Euklas (thee first two in the
t list in Figure
3) use Euklas’ss icon
to distinguish them
m from the quicck
ffixes proposed by Eclipse itseelf (the last two
o in the list).
uklas proposes would copy th
he
The first quick fix that Eu
ffunction jawBa
ar.prototyp
pe.init() that is defined in
thhe example file
fi (the file from
fr
which Jaaime copied th
he
ffunction jawBa
ar()) to the ta
arget file. The second
s
quick fix
f
thhat Euklas pro
oposes is a “d
default fix” thaat creates a neew
ffunction, called
d init() that would have an
n empty functio
on
bbody. This is sufficient
s
to reemove the syn
ntax error, but it
w
would not serve Jamie’s goal of making thee enhanced com
mbbo-box work in
n her website. We added thiis default optio
on
bbecause it reseembles the kin
nds of quick fiixes that are ofo
ffered by Eclip
pse’s Java editor and by WebStorm
W
with
w
which program
mmers may be familiar. The default
d
option is
aalso a fallback option for cases in which Eu
uklas is not ab
ble
too provide a bettter quick fix based
b
on the ex
xample code.
Jamie readss the explanatiion in the beig
ge window (seee
F
Figure 3) that describes how
w Euklas prop
poses to fix th
he
eerror by using the example code.
c
She decid
des that the firrst
ooption is probaably the correcct fix for her situation
s
and selects it. Eukllas pastes thee function jawBar.proto
ot
type.init() from the exa
ample file into
o the target fille.
T
This successfullly fixes the missing
m
definitiion of the fun
nctiion init(). However, the function fin
ndMatch(e) is
sstill undefined and Euklas id
dentified an ad
dditional error in
thhe newly codee. Jamie continues to fix the remaining
r
erro
ors
uuntil the code iss fixed and thee combo-box iss working.
33.2 Implementation
E
Euklas was im
mplemented on
n top of Eclip
pse’s JavaScript
eeditor as a plu
ug-in to the ID
DE. Eclipse’s JavaScript an
nd
H
HTML editors do not provid
de as much pro
ogramming sup
p-
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T
To visualize ou
ur confidence level of the more
m
fragile heu
urristics, error nu
umbers 4, 5, and 6 are marked
d with a warnin
ng
m
marker instead of an error marker
m
.
There are some cases in which Euklass produces false
ppositives or false negatives, due
d to the used
d heuristics. Th
his
m
means that the analyses can either
e
mark co
orrect code as an
a
eerror, or miss marking somee existing erro
ors in the cod
de.
C
Consider the following
f
exam
mple that cau
used one of th
he
eerrors in the ev
valuation. Euklaas cannot detecct errors that are
a
ccaused by “h
hiding” variab
bles: var th
hat = this
s;
t
that.findMat
tch(e);. In this
t case Euklaas is not be ab
ble
too detect that the function call that.findMatch(e);
ccould be related to the objectt this instead of to the objeect
t
that. It would
d produce a false positive beccause it does not
n
ffind the functio
on definition off findMatch(
(e) that belong
gs
too the object th
hat .
Euklas not only
o
finds poteential errors in
n the code, but it
aalso can propose fixes for th
hese errors. Eu
uklas remembeers
thhe links betweeen the positio
on in the exam
mple file and th
he
sspecific region in the target file
f when userss copy and passte
ccode. Each targ
get file can haave multiple reegions and eacch
rregion has exaactly one link to exactly onee correspondin
ng
rregion in an ex
xample file from
m which the code was copieed.
E
Euklas maintaiins the meta-daata about thesee connections in
m
memory. It up
pdates the regiions when the target files are
a
eedited to keep the
t metadata correct.
c
Euklas loads and saves
thhis metadata as
a part of the project
p
when Eclipse starts an
nd
sshuts down.
E
needs to
t have accesss to each of th
he
Currently, Euklas
eexample files, i.e.,
i they must be present in Eclipse’s work
ksspace. We deciided that this would
w
be a reasonable limittatiion for the Euk
klas prototype,, to enable investigation of th
he
uusability and usefulness
u
of its ideas, butt a real system
sshould handle example
e
code from external files or individ
duual snippets off code (e.g., code
c
copied from the web, or
o
ssmall pieces off code in blog posts).
p
The ASTs of the example files are analyzzed for potentiial
ssolutions for some
s
classes of
o errors. For example, if th
he
eerror in the taarget file refeers to an undefined variablle,
E
Euklas analyzees the example file(s) for a definition
d
of th
his
vvariable (underr the assumptio
on that the codee in the examp
ple
ffile(s) is syntacctically and sem
mantically correct). If there iss a
ssuitable definittion in an ex
xample file, Euklas
E
creates a
qquick fix propo
osal to copy thaat definition frrom the examp
ple
ffile into the tarrget file, and adds
a
this quick
k fix to the erro
or
m
marker in the taarget file. If thee user selects a proposed quicck
ffix, Euklas parrses the AST of
o the target file
f to insert th
he
ccopied AST pieece from the ex
xample file.

44.

correctt with Euklas tthan with Eclippse’s standard JavaScript
editor or compared tto a more sophhisticated JavaaScript editor, whhich already offfers some erroor detection feaatures?
4.1 P
Participants
We feeel that Euklass is most apppropriate for people who
have ssome experiennce with usingg JavaScript, aand we did
not waant to have too train people on how to usse Eclipse.
Thereffore, we recruuited participaants who had about one
year oof experience using Eclipse (for developiing in any
languaage), and whoo had done at least one proogramming
projectt in JavaScriptt (using any devvelopment envvironment).
We re cruited 12 parrticipants (10 m
male, 2 femalee) from our
mmunity. Each participant waas compenlocal uuniversity com
sated $$15 for particippating. Their ages ranged from 19 years
to 37 years (mediann: 25, s.d. 5). The participannts had diverse backgrounds, such as busiiness administtration and
softwaare engineeringg.
4.2 A
Apparatus and
d Materials
The sttudy was connducted in ouur lab on the university
groundds. We used aan iMac runninng a standard E
Eclipse installatiion including tthe WTP (Webb Tools Projecct) plug-in.
The coontrol group uused Eclipse’s JavaScript ediitor, which
does nnot highlight eerrors or providde quick fixess, and each
experim
mental group used one of two versions of Euklas:
“Euklaas lite” and “E
Euklas full”. T
The main diffference between the two versioons was that “E
Euklas lite” onlly analyzed
the tarrget file to idenntify errors andd to compute qquick fixes,
while “Euklas full” also analyzed the example file(s). We
chose to have these two different versions of Euuklas to be
able too separately stuudy the followiing two aspects. First, we
wantedd to explore thhe effects of pproviding errorr highlighting andd quick fixes w
with a user inteerface similar too Eclipse’s
Java eeditor. Second, we were intterested in the effects of
havingg the more sopphisticated anallyses and quickk fixes that
took thhe example filee(s) into accouunt.
Wee set up Eclipsse’s workspacee with the filess that were
used fo
for the study. E
Each of the exaamples could bbe executed
in Fireefox to allow pparticipants to eexplore the exaamples and
test whhether their tarrget code was w
working. .
4.3 P
Procedure
The sttudy used a bbetween-subjeccts design usinng the tool
versionn as indepenndent variable with three cconditions:
Eclips e’s JavaScriptt editor (Conntrol conditionn), “Euklas
was whethlite” annd “Euklas fulll”. The dependdent variable w
er the tasks were ccompleted succcessfully. Thee betweensubjeccts design wass chosen becaause it would have been
imposssible for the paarticipants to rredo the tasks, since they
wouldd have known the answer to each task after the first
Participants weere randomly assigned to eaach group,
run. P
since aall subjects repported approximately equal JavaScript

Evalua
ation

T
The evaluation
n had the goall of answering
g two question
ns:
C
Can users und
derstand and successfully usse Euklas’s featuures? Is the in
ntegration of example
e
code faster and more
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programming experience. Participants in all groups received a spoken introduction to the study and signed the
consent form. All participants were briefly introduced to
Eclipse’s JavaScript editor. Members of the experimental
groups received an additional introduction to Euklas’s
extensions to Eclipse’s JavaScript editor, e.g. information
about its error and warning markers and the quick fixes. All
task descriptions explained which code should be copied
and what the desired results would be after the code was
pasted and all errors were fixed.
All participants performed the tasks in the same order.
The tasks were designed to cover all cases in which Euklas
provides support, as well as cases where it provides misleading help or does not help at all. Participants were allowed to work on each task for a fixed amount of time,
which varied from 7 to 20 minutes, based on the task’s
difficulty. The researcher who conducted the study measured the time it took participants to work on each of the
tasks and stopped them if they ran over the maximum time
allowed for each task.
Task No. of
Errors
1
1
2
3
3
2
4
3
5
5
6
10
Sum 24

Types of
Errors*
2
2, 3
1, 2
2, 5, 6
3, syntax
error
2, 3, 4

Source
LOC
112
112
122
103
218

Copied
LOC
10
13
29
5
125

Max. Time
(min.)
7
7
7
10
12

1507
2174

996
1178

20
63

At the end of the study, participants filled out a questionnaire. The questions primarily used five-level Likert
scales, but some were open answer.
4.4 Results
The analysis of the data shows that participants using
“Euklas full” completed more tasks (Control: 7/24, “Euklas
lite”: 13/24, “Euklas full”: 18/24.) and fixed about twice as
many errors (average = 22.25) as the control group did
(average = 11.75) when integrating the example code into
the target system.
For the analysis we combined the tasks shown in Table
1 into an “easy” group (tasks 1-3) and a “difficult” group
(tasks 4-6). There are several reasons for combining the
tasks into the two groups. The median average success rate
for all six tasks across all three conditions was 0.5. We
defined “easy” tasks as those with an average success rate
at or above the median, and “difficult” tasks as those below
the median. Another reason was that the tasks had been
designed with an increasing difficulty. We allotted more
time for completing the more difficult tasks. Finally, without combining the tasks we would have not been able to
perform any statistical analysis, due to the highly differentiated completion values. The same reasoning justifies the
statistical tests on the number of errors fixed.
“Easy” Tasks
1: 0.75
2: 0.50
3: 1.00

“Difficult” Tasks
4: 0.33
5: 0.17
6: 0.42

Table 2. Average success rate per task (std. error: 0.13)
We ran a logistic regression analysis of the tasks, which
showed a statistically significant difference for the success
rate with respect to the tasks’ difficulty, i.e. between the
“easy” and “difficult” tasks: likelihood ratio χ²[1] = 14.79,
p < 0.0001. We also analyzed how the success rate of participants was affected by the tool used (Control, Euklas lite,
Euklas full) and the task difficulty (easy tasks, difficult
tasks). A nominal logistic regression analysis showed that
the effect of the tool on the success rate was significant:
likelihood ratio χ²[2] = 14.97, p = 0.0006. The effect of the
task difficulty on the success rate was also significant:
likelihood ratio χ²[1] = 19.34, p < 0.0001. The interaction
was not significant. In other words, participants were more
successful based on the tool used across all tasks. We performed pairwise nominal logistic regression tests to determine which levels of tool use had a significant effect on the
success rate: Control vs. “Euklas lite”: likelihood ratio
χ²[1] = 3.21, p = 0.074; Control vs. “Euklas full”: likelihood ratio χ²[1] = 14.90, p < 0.0001; “Euklas lite” vs.
“Euklas full”: likelihood ratio χ²[1] = 4.44, p < 0.035. In
summary, “Euklas full” was better than both Control and
“Euklas lite”. “Euklas lite” was slightly better than Control.
Looking at the number of corrected errors, i.e. the number of errors that were fixed by the participants, the data

Table 1. Summary of the tasks (*types of errors according to the list in section 3.2
Table 1 shows the number of errors per task (errors that
occurred after the first paste operation), the types of errors
included in the tasks (based on the types of errors presented
in section 3.2), the lines of code (LOC) of the source example files (HTML and JavaScript files together), the total
number of lines that had to be copied to solve the tasks, and
the maximum time participants were given to complete
each of the tasks. We judged tasks to be finished successfully if the code could be executed without causing any
errors in Firefox and if it performed as required by the
specification.
In task #1, participants had to choose and integrate the
correct part of a larger function for setting a cookie, while
they had to choose and integrate a different part of that
function for getting a cookie in task #2. For task #3, participants had to integrate an enhanced pop-up menu into the
target file. In task #4, participants had to add a pushpin to a
‘Bing’ map and integrate it into the target file. To complete
task #5, participants had to integrate an enhanced combo
box (the one that we described above as Jamie’s example)
into their target file. Finally, in task #6, participants had to
integrate an inner window into their target file.
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also shows that “Euklas full” participants fixed almost
twice as many errors as participants in the control group
We ran an ANOVA to test for the effect of the tool used
and the task difficulty on the number of corrected errors,
and found that the number of corrected errors differed significantly across the three tools, F[2,9] = 13.82, p < 0.002.
We ran contrasts to compare the tools with each other. The
Control group made fewer error corrections than the
“Euklas lite” group (F[1,9] = 13.37, p = 0.005) and also
corrected less errors than the “Euklas full” group (F[1,9] =
26, p < 0.001).
Unfortunately, we were not able to analyze differences
for the timing data, i.e. how long participants took to complete each of the tasks, since there were so many tasks that
participants failed to complete in the maximum allotted
time. The analysis of the final questionnaires provides more
details on the differences between the two Euklas versions.
Participants who used “Euklas full” agreed that it usually
provided helpful quick fixes (average 4 out of 5). One
“Euklas full” user nicely expressed why he liked it: “Intelligent error messages and debugging makes it infinitely
more useful, especially when it checks against the source of
your copy.” “Euklas lite” got lower ratings in terms of
helpfulness (average 3.25 out of 5) of its quick fixes from
the participants who used it, which was not surprising. One
of the “Euklas lite” participants suggested the following
improvement, which reflects exactly the improvements in
“Euklas full”: “Provide [a] pop-up menu which can suggest
to copy blocks of code to resolve errors.” The questionnaire
also asked whether Euklas speeds up the integration of
JavaScript code compared to other editors. Participants
using “Euklas full” strongly agreed with this statement
(4.75 out of 5) while participants using “Euklas lite” did
not share this view (3.75 out of 5).

5.

6) and the errors were more difficult to find (see Table 1).
Therefore, we increased the maximum time that participants were allowed to work on each task. The task completion rates were higher for participants using “Euklas full”
than participants using “Euklas lite” and participants in the
control condition. Also, the results show that participants
using “Euklas full” were able to fix more errors than participants in any of the other two conditions.
Overall, the results show that the “Euklas lite” version,
which provided error detection features and standard quick
fixes, already brought many improvements in comparison
with Eclipse’s JavaScript editor, which did not offer such
features. This is not surprising, since we know that highlighting errors helps users. “Euklas full”, which offered
additional analyses and additional quick fixes, improved
performance even more. “Euklas full” especially showed
advantages when the pieces of copied code were longer
and/or more complex (as in Tasks 4-6). Euklas’s approach
of considering a broader context for the computation of
potential quick fixes has implications for many other programming languages, such as Java.
Using Eclipse’s marker feature for highlighting and fixing errors seems to be an appropriate UI choice as participants had a very positive attitude towards this approach and
considered it to be easy to learn. The most important aspect
about using this feature is that participants knew what to
expect from the provided quick fixes. They knew that these
were usually right in “Euklas full”, but that they could
sometimes also be wrong and might not be helpful. Such a
situation was simulated in task 5, where participants had to
fix a syntax error. The task also included a missing function
definition that was not detected by either of the two Euklas
versions. Participants were generally able to distinguish
between these cases where they got standard “quick fixes”
from Eclipse and where they got more sophisticated quick
fixes from Euklas, since they did some manual checks to
see if a proposed quick fix was appropriate or not before
they used it.
There were a total of 24 errors that occurred after participants pasted the code from the source files into the target
files. “Euklas full” provided 20 helpful suggestions for
fixing these errors, plus 33 generic suggestions (e.g. declare
a function with an empty body). Eclipse generally added in
two additional suggestions per error that were not helpful at
all. Participants sometimes picked one of Euklas’s generic
fixes (e.g., for one of the missing functions in task 5). They
knew that this was not sufficient for making the code work
and therefore looked at the example code to manually find
the correct piece of code. In cases where Euklas did not
show an error at all (e.g., for one of the missing functions
in task 5), participants did not perform worse than the participants in the control group, so there appears to be no
disadvantage to using Euklas. However, the evaluation has
some limitations. First, the evaluation only had the rather

Discussion

The tasks that were combined in the “easy tasks” group
contained a maximum of three errors and participants were
allotted the same maximum time of seven minutes for each
of the tasks. Even though the number of errors was low and
the scripts were short, participants in the Euklas conditions
were more likely to complete the three tasks and fixed more
errors than participants in the control group. However, due
to the rather low complexity of tasks in this group, we did
not expect that “Euklas full” participants would have big
advantages compared to “Euklas lite” participants, which
was reflected by the very similar results in the two Euklas
conditions.
For the three tasks in the “difficult tasks” group, however, the situation is different. “Euklas full” users had a larger
advantage than participants in the other two groups. The
code they used was longer and more complex (1828 LOC
instead of 346 LOC), contained more errors (18 instead of
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small number of 4 participants in each condition. Second,
participants used the tools for only one hour. Third, the
tasks may not have been representative of realistic tasks.
Although the pieces of code were real-world examples that
were taken from the web, we had to reduce the complexity
of dealing with these examples to limit the amount of time
spent on completing each of the tasks.

6.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented our new Eclipse plug-in,
Euklas, which supports JavaScript programmers in some of
the tasks when using copy-and-paste-strategies for reusing
example code. This kind of reuse does not create clones in
a codebase [14], but instead helps users to reuse working
code from others to introduce new functionality to their
codebases and understand how this functionality can be
implemented. Euklas supports these strategies by analyzing
the target code for errors and by suggesting fixes for these
errors. An important innovation is augmenting the fixes
through an analysis of the code from where the example
was copied. Our evaluation shows that Euklas’s users were
able to fix a much higher number of copy-and-paste related
errors than participants who used Eclipse’s JavaScript editor, which does not provide any debugging support.
Euklas’s main contribution is analyzing the file from
where code was copied to provide more detailed error descriptions and much better quick fixes for these errors. We
think that applying Euklas’s ideas to editors used for other
languages (e.g., Python, Java, and C++) could increase
programmers’ performance in these situations in the same
way it did in our case for JavaScript.
In addition to reducing the limitations discussed above,
future work could include implementing some additional
features for Euklas. One idea for providing improved error
detections would be to design a heuristic for analyzing the
context of a variable to try to determine its runtime type.
This would allow the implementation of better quick fixes,
since the system could distinguish between variables with
the same name, but of a different type.
Euklas points to a future where programming support
tools better help developers by taking into account all of the
available contextual information, and the provenance of
resources used. The success of Euklas shows that this approach is feasible and can be successful, and developers
can make effective use of recommendations, even when
they are heuristic. The incorporation of extended copy and
paste support into different kinds of editors would be a first
step into this future.
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